1...FIRE PACIFIC AT DAVE BRUBECK 031807
Officers responded to a report of a small dumpster fire behind Pacific Pine apts. Stockton Fire responded and put out the fire.

2...AIDED STOCKTON PD MENDOCINO @ DWIGHT 031907
Officer assisted on a report of an intoxicated male subject brandishing a sword. Suspect is chasing his sister around the backyard of their residence. A female subject in the home had been knocked out of her wheelchair. Officers assisted the handicapped victim and when SPD responded they took over the incident.

3... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT NORTH SERV RD & RUDKIN 031907
Officers conducted a field check on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

4...INDECENT EXPOSURE WILLIAM KNOX MEM LIB 032007
Staff reported a male subject exposing himself. Officers responded and made contact with the subject and at 12:27 PM one in custody. Subject was arrested and transported to the County jail.

5...AUTO BURGLARY LOT 3 032007
Victim reported that his vehicle had been burglarized. Victim did not want to file a report of the incident.

6...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT ANDERSON HALL 032107
Officers responded to a report of two female subjects in a fight. Officers were unable to locate the two subjects.

7...THEFT PHYSICAL PLANT 032107
Staff reported a theft of copper wire from the yard. Officers responded and initiated a report.

8...NARCOTICS PACIFIC AVE @ PRESIDENT'S DR 032207
Officers conducted a check of a male subject on a bike with a trailer. Subject was in custody at 2:03 AM for violation of possession of a hypodermic syringe. Subject was cited and released.

9...AIDED STOCKTON PD PACIFIC & STADIUM 032207
SPD dispatched advised of a hit and run with suspect vehicle heading onto campus. Officer located the suspect vehicle in Lot 26 with suspects still inside of the vehicle. SPD responded and completed the report of the incident.

10... NOISE COMPLAINT 143 W KNOLES 032207
Officers responded to a noise complaint and informed residents that they would be cited if they are called to respond again.

11... UNIVERSITY REGULATION LOT 21 032307
Staff reported members of a Sorority arguing with her over the request to clean up a broken bottle that she witnessed the member breaking. Officer responded and spoke to the sorority member. Staff will write an incident report.

12... ALCOHOL DRAKE APTS FRONT YARD 032307
Officer observed a male subject lying on the grass with a friend trying to wake him. The friend was unsuccessful and officer contacted the friend. Officers requested medics and victim transported the subject to a local hospital. Officers initiated a report of the incident.

13... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT QUADS 032307
Staff reported observing 5-7 students loitering outside Casa Jackson. When staff exited the building, he discovered some sort of substance smeared on the door handles. Same substance was located on surrounding buildings. Officers contacted subjects who denied smearing substance on door handles.

14... AIDED STOCKTON PD 1025 ROSEMARIE 032307
Officers responded to the area to stand by of a report of a male subject with a gun. SPD units and a helicopter were in the area.

15... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT DAVE BRUBECK WAY 032307
Officers responded to a report of two male subjects with golf clubs fitting vehicles with golf balls. Officers located 4 subjects by the Atchley Clock Tower. Subjects were advised they could not play golf and left the area.

16.... VANDALISM TOWNHOUSE C SECTION 032307
Officers responded to a report of a broken window. Officers initiated a report of the incident.

17... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC HOUSE 032307
Officers made contact with a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was advised of trespassing laws and revoked from campus.

18... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MORRIS CHAPEL 032307
Officers responded to a report of approximately 6-8 people climbing the ladder to the roof of the Chapel. Officers located 5 subjects. Subjects were advised to stay off of all ladders, roofs and fences.
19...ALCOHOL       LOT 22       032307
Officers responded to a reported a female subject too intoxicated to stand on her
own and requested medics. Officers requested a second ambulance for a male
subject due to alcohol intoxication. Both subjects were non-students who had
been drinking prior to arriving at the university.

20...AIDED STOCKTON PD   MANCHESTER   032407
Officers assisted SPD with trying to locate a suspect vehicle last seen heading
towards campus. Vehicle is wanted with as part of a disturbance with shots fired.

21...AUTO BURGLARY       LOT 7       032407
Officer located a vehicle with the window busted out. Owner was contacted and
met the officers. Officers initiated a report of the incident. Another victim reported
her window was smashed out but nothing was missing. Officers met with the
victim and initiated a report.